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STUDENT VIEW

WHAT SHOULD PRIORITIES BE FOR
THE CABINET SECRETARY OF JUSTICE
IN THE NEW PARLIAMENTARY TERM?
FOLLOWING your appointment I hope that you will
continue the positive direction of change currently underway
in the Scottish justice system. Whilst I realise that you probably
don’t need information from a high school student, there are
important issues I feel have not been fully addressed.
Specifically, the presumption against short term sentencing
is of interest, given results from the Bromley Briefings that
suggest that people who serve a sentence of under a year have
7% higher reoffending rates on average. As well as statistical
indicators, it seems consistent with the rehabilitation-oriented
system which Scotland has to ensure that any sentence served
is able to rehabilitate. Short term sentences do not offer this, as
there is too little time to be enrolled in effective programs.
The overwhelming links between poverty and crime are
worrying, and whilst I recognise that this is not fully within
your control, I believe more needs to be done to integrate
different services. In my opinion, the separation of a Criminal
Justice Social Work department from social work generally was
a mistake which can only increase the amount of disruption
to a person’s life. Of course, crime incurs responsibility for that
individual and not everyone will react in the same way but
more often than not offenders are victims of a social situation
outwith their control, one for which the whole of society is
responsible.
The most significant aspect of the system which you as a
leader can encourage to change is, in my view, cooperation
with all of society. Importantly, I believe as a young person
in Scotland that there is a need to work together across
government departments to tackle poverty and across social
divides to understand the struggles everyone faces. White
collar crimes spurred by greed can be targeted with harsher
financial sanctions, and there should be an increased use of
community disposals. Both of these should aid the system in
ensuring that the cause of an individual crime is effectively
dealt with rather than allowing all crimes to be characterised as
effectively punished by prison.
When people do go to prison, throughcare is vital: to ensure
that any progress made is not erased by return to damaging
influences, such as addiction, given ex-offenders are often left
without housing or support on release. This is another element
of societal responsibility, preventing a return to the situations
which may have caused crime in the first place.
The changes being made for women are an important
and positive sign of adaptation, which move in the direction
of emphasis on the community and maintaining a support
system. Where possible, it should be encouraged that offenders
in custody are still able to keep contact with positive influences
and most crucially their children. Whilst the Canadian system
of conjugal and family visits is flawed and has faced problems,
it gives overwhelmingly positive results on offenders’
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rehabilitation. People with connections and relationships
during their sentence are not only more likely to have
somewhere to go upon release, but will have some element
of stability and normality during a sentence, mitigating the
disruptive influence of prison. All of the above contributes to a
more effective, flexible and individually tailored system.
Making prisons safe and healthy environments for
rehabilitation is a huge challenge, which probably cannot be
fixed purely by policy since it also requires a mindset shift on
the part of offenders. However, making sure prison officers are
well equipped to deal with all eventualities is also important, as
otherwise they cannot be expected to single-handedly reform
offenders. In Norway, prison staff spend two years learning law,
psychology, human rights, criminology and ethics amongst
their practical training, whilst being fully paid. Once on duty,
they are still well paid and train regularly. This system means
that far fewer cases of either abuse or corruption are present
in the system. In the UK at the moment, officers take part in a
10 week training programme with optional additions, unpaid,
further up the promotional ladder. This can only be seen as
inadequate, given the incredibly complex and stressful job they
will then be asked to undertake. Whilst the Norwegian system
would be difficult to implement in the UK and require a huge
level of funding, effective rehabilitation must be a priority in
order for the changes made by government to have a hope in
succeeding.

Jodie White of George Watson’s Edinburgh, has just
taken her Advanced Higher Modern Studies exam and
hopes to study history and politics at Oxford.
Jodie took first prize in our writing competition with
this article and is pictured here receiving her cheque
from Alan Staff, Chief Executive of Apex Scotland.
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